Advance Honeypot Mechanism- The Hybrid Solution for Enhancing Computer System Security with DoS
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Abstract: Computer system security is one of the most popular and the fastest evolving Information Technology (IT) in organization. Protection of information access, availability and data integrity represents the basic security characteristics desired on information sources. Any disruption of these properties would result in system intrusion and the related security risk. Advanced decoy based technology called Honeypot has a huge potential for the security community and can achieve several goals of other security technologies, which makes it almost universal. This topic is devoted to sophisticated hybrid Honeypot with autonomous feature that allows to, based on the collected system parameters, adapt to the system of deployment. By its presence Honeypot attracts attacker by simulating vulnerabilities and poor security. After initiation of interaction Honeypot will record all attacker activities and after data analysis allows improving security in computer systems. Also this paper contains techniques in a hybrid combination of detection of DOS and different attack types by using naïve’s classification algorithm.
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1. Introduction

Computer security is among one of the main areas of information technology. Over recent years mentioned area achieves the biggest progress because nobody wants that exactly his system will be attacked and intruder or anybody else will receive the stolen data. Whichever more experienced attacker can exploit weaknesses in the security system and penetrate through its defense mechanism to obtain sensitive data. It’s necessary to put high priority to system security, minimize vulnerabilities and secure the computer system against intrusion.

The interaction with intruders will decoy based equipment start to gather detailed information which are necessary for elimination system security holes. This advanced decoy based technology is called “Honeypot”. Suggested solution includes a unique sophisticated autonomous characteristic that allows deployment in any environment and allows auto configuration process based on the collected parameters about the current environment thorough passive fingerprinting method. Subsequent chapters contain a description of the security system using IDS in combination with Honeypot technology with autonomous ability of detecting different attack types by naïve bays classifier with DOS attack detection

2. System Architecture

System architecture of our solution contains client-server architecture.

2.1 Server Architecture

Due to centralization of data collected at the same time the main Server is connected to multiple customers and that knowledge are all stored in the database is set up to receive incoming message. The attackers intended to reconcile the different reports indicated with the computer system areas to attack massive attack or full-range scanning purposes. The three main parts, which are the data normalized database to stored prior to proposed server architecture are:

- Sebek server – at the same time receives and filters several data sources representing instructions or a connection to incoming data storing process.
- Dionaea server – accepts patterns of malicious code that sends the dionaea client part.
- Verification process – a modular scheme of hybrid open-source system for intrusion detection. It’s using standard communication format. It can be adapted to the needs of an extensive system from any point of deployment, receives the amount of data from clients and integrates diversified data formats.

- Web-server interface displays all information about captured attack. In case of abnormal circumstances are specific messages highlighted through the web interface for in time response.

2.2 Client Architecture

Because of gathering data about attacker activities during an attack are installed clients placed in the same domain. Various parts of the system are independently activated for collecting set of data depending on attack type. Obtained data are subsequently backward delivered to a server to facilitate
further analysis and for the subsequent updating system security. Client architecture (Figure 2.2) consists of three components/tools:

- Sebek client – records attacker behavior during interaction with the Honeypots in log files.
- Dionaea client – attracts attackers and captures the patterns of malware by simulating basic system services and vulnerabilities.
- Snort – monitors and filters packets during detecting intrusions. It identifies patterns of separate attacks, information and warning messages.

The most ideal solution provides usage of proposed autonomous sophisticated Honeypot concept for detection process.

2.3 Algorithm of Proposed System

2.3.1 Bayes Classifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm of Proposed System Using Bayes Classifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> Different attributes of packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 1</strong> p(cj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 2</strong> p(d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 3</strong> p(cj) = probability of occurrence of class cj. This is just how frequent the class cj, is in our database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 4</strong> p(d) = probability of instance d occurring which says p(cj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> Variance in attributes in terms of time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assume that we have two classes: c1=ruleset, and c2=attack.

\[ p(d) = \text{attacks occurring in the system according to rules} \ldots \text{(snort ruleset we have added)} \]

We are going to detect the attacks in the system we do not know how many attacks are present in the system and what are the types of attacks are there. Classifying this attack as per the ruleset is the main aim of this classifier and it also detects the attacks in the system.

2.3.2 Detection Mechanism for DOS

In this section, we present a threshold-based anomaly detector, whose normal profiles are generated using purely legitimate network traffic records and utilized for future comparisons with new incoming investigated traffic records. The dissimilarity between a new incoming traffic record and the respective normal profile is examined by the proposed detector. If the dissimilarity is greater than a predetermined threshold, the traffic record is flagged as an attack. Otherwise, it is labeled as a legitimate traffic record.

Clearly, normal profiles and thresholds have direct influence on the performance of a threshold-based detector. A low-quality normal profile causes an inaccurate characterization to legitimate network traffic. Thus, we first apply the proposed triangle-area-based MCA approach to analyze legitimate network traffic, and the generated TAMs are then used to supply quality features for normal profile generation.

3. System Design

4. Result Analysis

4.1 Existing System

Traditionally oriented approach to security is largely focused on defense. Due to the growing amount of attacks the more aggressive form of defense comes to the fore. Booby traps equipment’s which are simulating the most often system weaknesses and unsecured system services attract potential attackers, with their presence in target system, to start attack. Honeypot consists of a combination of security tools: Snort
IDS, Sebek and Dionaea. Tools were selected based on their properties analyzed above. The detection mechanism based on a sophisticated hybrid Honeypot integrated in the client-server architecture consisting of centralized main server and multiple client stations. Client workstations serve to capture suspicious activity or directly record the malicious code which is then send to server for processing. Server analyzes received data, decides to issue or not to issue a security warning and displays cumulative information through a web interface.

4.2 Proposed System

An advantage of the naive Bayes classifier is that it requires a small amount of training data to estimate the parameters (means and variances of the variables) necessary for classification. Because independent variables are assumed, only the variances of the variables for each class need to be determined and not the entire covariance matrix.

4.3 Performance Analysis Graph

Graph between existing and proposed system

5. Conclusion

Honeypots becoming highly flexible solution. Not only their deployment and management become more cost-effective, but also provide a much better integration into the system, thereby minimizing the risk of human error during manual configuration. Merger with the surrounding system in addition minimizes the risk of identification by attackers. Just as all new technology, the decoys also have some shortcomings that need to be overcome and eliminated. Honeypot is excellent security tool but it is not a panacea for a securing the whole system. The apart of this work is improving the IDS detection mechanism and minimizing the number of generated false positives and also false negatives using advanced technology called Honeypot.

The work includes proposal of an autonomous special safety feature by using KNN algorithm for detecting attack type and by using SVM for intrusion detection for enhancing security of distributed computer systems. Unique proposal combines a variety of security tools, in order to minimize their disadvantages and maximize the security capabilities in the process of intrusion detection. Triangle-area-based technique is proposed to enhance and to speed up the process of MCA.

The effectiveness of our proposed detection system is evaluated using KDD Cup 99 dataset, and the influences of both non-normalized data and normalized data on the performance of the proposed detection system are examined. The results show that our system outperforms two other previously developed state-of-the-art approaches in terms of detection accuracy.
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